A GUIDE TO
RATE LOCKS
It’s important to us that you understand your options so you can make informed,
confident decisions about your home loan. If you’re considering a rate lock, here’s
what you need to know.
WHAT ARE R ATE LOCK S?
A rate lock is a commitment from a lender to a
borrower, guaranteeing a particular interest rate for a
period of time at a fixed cost.
HOW OF TE N DO INTE RE ST R ATE S CHANG E?
Interest rates are determined by the marketplace
and can change at any time. This means advertised
interest rates or loan terms aren’t a guarantee of that
pricing until a rate lock agreement form is signed and
confirmed.
DO R ATE LOCK S GUAR ANTE E LOAN
APPROVAL?
When you execute a lock, we’re committing to
providing you with specific pricing for a specific length
of time. However, this commitment is dependent on
all loan conditions being satisfied and your loan being
approved.

ARE E X TE NDE D R ATE LOCK S 1 AVAIL ABLE?
Yes! We offer extended rate locks, meaning we commit
today on a loan that’s closing in the future.
WHAT HAPPE N S WHE N YOUR LOCK E XPIRE S?
When your rate is locked, we commit to deliver your loan
under those terms by the expiration date provided. If
your loan doesn’t close by that expiration date, the lock
is invalid. To avoid this, it’s important to lock your loan for
a long enough time to allow for the satisfaction of all the
terms of your loan approval.
WHAT E L S E S HOULD I KNOW?
You decide if, how, and when to lock your loan. If you
don’t choose to lock your loan at the time you submit
your application, contact your Mortgage Loan Originator
to obtain updates on current rates and conditions. We’re
here to answer all of your questions!

DOE S COMPLETING A LOAN APPLICATION
ME AN MY LOAN R ATE I S LOCKE D?
No — a loan application isn’t the same as a rate lock.
Without an executed rate lock agreement form, a loan
application isn’t a guarantee of specific rates or terms.

Get started today!

Go to dhimortgage.com and click “Get Started.”
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